While the discovery of non-zero neutrino masses is one of the most important accomplishments by physicists in the past century, it is still unknown how and in what form these masses arise. Lepton number-violating neutrinoless double beta decay is a natural consequence of Majorana neutrinos and many BSM theories, and many experimental efforts are involved in the search for these processes. Understanding how neutrinoless double beta decay would manifest in nuclear environments is key for understanding any observed signals. In these proceedings we present an overview of a set of one-and two-body matrix elements relevant for experimental searches for neutrinoless double beta decay, describe the role of lattice QCD calculations, and present preliminary lattice QCD results. 34th annual International Symposium on Lattice Field Theory
Introduction
Neutrinoless double beta decay (0νβ β ) is a process that certain nuclei may undergo which has received a great deal of attention in recent years. Historically, 0νβ β was proposed to occur shortly after beta decay was first understood. The story began in 1930, when Pauli first suggested the existence of the neutrino to accompany the electron in beta decay. Then, in 1932, Chadwick discovered the neutron, and both were incorporated into Fermi's effective theory of beta decay in 1934. Double beta decay was proposed to occur in some nuclei only one year later by GoppertMayer. Finally, in 1937 Majorana recognized that because the neutrino has no charge, it might be its own anti-particle, leading Racah to propose in that same year that a different type of beta decay, in which no neutrinos are emitted, could occur if Majorana's conjecture were true. This is because if the neutrino is its own anti-particle, then the same neutrino emitted from the first beta decay could be then absorbed to produce the second (see Fig. 1 ). This process violates lepton number by two units due to the production of two electrons without any corresponding anti-neutrinos. A look back at the history of lepton number reveals that it was initially introduced in an effort to explain why neutrinos produced in one type of reaction, such as the decay of a π − into a µ − plus neutrino, always produce particles with the opposite charge, in our example a µ + , when incident upon a target. Furthermore, it was used to explain why 0νβ β had not yet been observed in the relevant nuclei. Phase space calculations [1] imply that the neutrinoless mode should in fact be greatly favored over standard double beta decay if it is allowed. Therefore, the conclusion from these observations was that there must be some quantum number, deemed lepton number, which forbids the 0νβ β , and explains why neutrinos emitted in decays only produce one type of lepton when incident upon a target.
It wasn't understood, however, until the 1950's that the charged current weak interaction is maximally parity violating, and therefore, neutrinos are always produced or absorbed with a specific helicity. With this discovery, lepton number was no longer needed to explain the experimental data, because helicity exactly forbids the second vertex in 0νβ β . Finally, near the turn of the millenium, experimentalists confirmed the existence of neutrino oscillations, proving that neutrinos are not massless, as the Standard Model presumes. This observation removes the helicity labels forbidding 0νβ β , because helicity is not conserved for massive particles. This means that there is a chance for a helicity flip, proportional to the mass of the neutrino, leading to an allowed absorption of the neutrino in a second beta decay. In this way, 0νβ β experiments are sensitive to the absolute mass scale of the neutrino, which oscillation experiments cannot predict. However, since we know that the mass of the neutrino must be extremely tiny, at most a couple of eV, this process must be highly suppressed compared to the standard double beta decay. Because double beta decay in any form also involves a second-order weak interaction, the half-life for 0νβ β is extremely long, with a current bound of about 10 25 years [2] .
While experiments have confirmed that neutrinos have mass, we do not yet know whether the mass is Majorana or Dirac in nature. Observation of 0νβ β would unequivocally confirm that neutrinos have a Majorana mass component. There are good arguments for why we expect this to be the case. The simplest argument is that whatever is not forbidden should occur in nature. We know that lepton-number is not respected by the Standard Model due to anomalies. Non-zero neutrino masses are already an indication of beyond-the-Standard-Model physics, so if we accept that the Standard Model is an effective theory, then the first dimension-5 operator we can write down involving Standard Model fields and obeying Standard Model symmetries corresponds to a Majorana neutrino mass term,
in which the neutrino mass is proportional to m ν ∝ c 5 v 2 /Λ UV , where v is the Higgs vacuum expectation value. Since the operator is allowed by symmetry, it would require an extreme amount of fine-tuning, or some other as-yet-unknown symmetry, to eliminate this mass term. Majorana masses are even more appealing because they may answer the question of why the observed neutrinos are so much lighter than other known Standard Model particles. If the neutrinos have only a Dirac mass, arising from coupling to the Higgs field in the usual way along with some right-handed neutrinos which have not yet been observed, then fine-tuning of the coupling to the Higgs field is required for the neutrinos to be much lighter than other Standard Model particles. A solution to this fine-tuning problem is given by the so-called seesaw mechanism. Since, again, everything that is not explicitly forbidden should occur, once we allow right-handed neutrinos to exist in our theory then we should write down the most general mass matrix for left-and righthanded neutrinos,
where M L , M R are the Majorana masses for the left-and right-handed neutrinos, respectively, M D is the Dirac mass, and this is a reduced block of the more general 4 × 4 mass matrix including both chiralities (and we are assuming only one generation of neutrino for simplicity). We should set M L = 0 because an explicit, dimension-3 Majorana mass operator is forbidden by the electroweak symmetry. Now, finding the eigenstates of this mass matrix leads us to two Majorana neutrinos with masses,
where we have assumed that M R M D since right-handed neutrinos have not yet been observed. Thus, the heavier the right-handed neutrino is, the lighter the observed neutrinos are. We can be somewhat quantitative in our estimate if we assume that the Dirac mass is of the scale of other Standard Model particles and set it equal to the top quark mass, and the light neutrinos have masses of order the mass splitting, ∆ 23 , seen in oscillation experiments, then we have,
giving us a right-handed neutrino which exists near the Grand Unified Theory scale. Finally, it should be noted that right-handed neutrinos are not a necessary component of the seesaw mechanism. Integrating out the right-handed neutrinos leads to the effective Majorana mass operator, Eq. (1.1), with a coefficient suppressed by the scale of the heavy mass. Any other form of new physics occurring at a large mass scale that leads to a Majorana neutrino mass will also display a seesaw mechanism, with the light neutrino mass suppressed by the scale of the new physics.
Aside from confirming that neutrinos are Majorana in nature, observation of 0νβ β could give us a source of lepton number violation that is much more significant than that produced by the Standard Model via anomalies. Such an observation could lead to enormous consequences for cosmology. As an example, if heavy right-handed neutrinos exist, then they would be present following the Big Bang, and might then undergo CP-violating decays to lighter leptons [3] . This is then a source for leptogenesis. Because the Standard Model conserves baryon number minus lepton number (B − L) exactly, then Standard Model processes, called sphalerons, can convert an excess of leptons in the early universe to an excess of baryons over anti-baryons. This gives us a source of baryogenesis, which for reasonable neutrino model parameters might be sufficient to explain the current excess of matter over anti-matter in the universe (see, e.g., [4, 5] , and references therein).
Experimentally, nuclear environments provide a natural filter for the double beta decay process. For example, when plotting the mass excess of the set of A = 76 nuclei versus atomic number, Z, one finds empirically that the masses follow roughly two parabolas, one parabola falling through the masses of even Z nuclei and a separate one, shifted toward higher mass excess, through nuclei having odd Z. The reason for the shift toward higher mass for odd Z nuclei is nuclear pairing, in which neutrons and protons of opposite spin form pairs. When this occurs a non-zero amount of energy, the pairing gap, is required to break a pair. Nuclei having even A and odd Z contain one unpaired proton and one unpaired neutron, leading to an overall upward shift in energy per nucleon compared to adjacent even Z nuclei with the same A. The consequence is that for certain nuclei, such as 76 Ge, the cost in energy for breaking two pairs in order to undergo a single beta decay to 76 As is too great, and is therefore energetically forbidden. On the other hand, double beta decay, in which two neutrons decay into two protons, is allowed, so that 76 Ge may decay to 76 Se.
The two types of double beta decay, the neutrinoless and two-neutrino modes, may be differentiated from each other experimentally using spectroscopic methods. Because neutrinos carry away missing energy in the decay, the two-neutrino decay mode displays a broad energy profile for the resulting two electrons, with an upper bound at the total energy (Q-value) of the nuclear transition. The strength of the two-neutrino decay at the Q-value is essentially zero. However, for the neutrinoless mode, the two electrons must carry all of the energy of the transition, leading to a delta function in the energy profile at the Q-value, with some broadening due to detector resolution. There are large experimental efforts planned and underway across the globe looking for such signatures, such as the Cuore and GERDA experiments operating at Gran Sasso in Italy, using 130 Te and 76 Ge as sources, respectively, SNO + in Ontario, Canada, also using 130 Te, and NEXO in New Mexico, USA, with a planned 136 Xe source, to name a few (for a recent experimental review, see [6] ).
Potential lattice QCD inputs
The standard picture of 0νβ β involves the long-range exchange of a light neutrino. At the microscopic level, the rate for this process depends on the well-known axial coupling of the nucleon, g A . One potential contribution to better understanding of this type of decay in actual nuclei is through better understanding of so-called g A quenching, or in-medium modifications of the axial coupling. While g A quenching can be inferred to some extent from experimental data on single beta decay of other nuclei, the energy involved in 0νβ β can be on the order of 100 MeV [7] , much larger than the energies involved in single beta decay. Therefore, calculations of the axial form factors for multi-nucleon systems may be useful. However, currently by far the largest uncertainty in such long-range transition amplitudes comes from ill-understood many-body effects such as truncation of the many-body wavefunction in nuclear models, with discrepancies between models on the order of 100%. Until these systematics are under better control, understanding corrections to g A due to quenching at non-zero momentum, which are expected to be moderate, may not lead to significant improvement in understanding this process in nuclei.
On the other hand, contributions from short-range operators are essentially unknown, so lattice QCD may be able to make the biggest impact through calculations of these matrix elements. Shortrange operators are produced after integrating out heavy modes which might contribute to the 0νβ β process. For example, the decay may occur due to the exchange of a heavy right-handed neutrino (which contributes to the seesaw mechanism discussed above) in a left-right symmetric extension of the Standard Model. While naïvely one might expect that such processes will be suppressed due to the heavy particle propagator, which scales as ∼ 1/M R for right-handed neutrinos, recall that the long-range, light neutrino exchange process requires a helicity flip, and will be proportional to the mass of the light neutrino, which we expect from the seesaw mechanism to also scale as ∼ 1/M R . Thus, whether the short-or long-range operators dominate depends on the details of the particular model under investigation. Furthermore, in order to differentiate between these types of operators and learn about the mechanism behind the 0νβ β process, we must perform a quantitative comparison of the contributions from each operator.
It should be noted that no matter what the mechanism behind 0νβ β , observation of this process always indicates that neutrinos are Majorana particles, because we may rearrange any 0νβ β diagram to form a black box Majorana mass diagram [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . The decay may not even involve neutrinos at all. For example, R-parity violating supersymmetric interactions involving the exchange of charged leptonic superpartners can also lead to 0νβ β . Thus, 0νβ β experiments may be used to impose constraints on R-parity violating couplings in supersymmetric models, which are important for understanding stability of the lightest superpartner, a dark matter candidate. However, in order to make connections between experimental signatures and models such as supersymmetry, we must first calculate the contributions from the relevant short-range operators.
Effective operators
We may use chiral effective theory to categorize a set of possible hadronic interactions arising from short-ranged operators that contribute to 0νβ β (Fig. 2) [13] . There is a long-range contribution coming from the exchange of a pion between two nucleons. The 0νβ β occurs as a contact operator converting the π − to a π + . In addition, there are contact operators involving one nucleon plus a pion, as well as a two-nucleon contact operator. The first diagram, corresponding to long-range pion exchange, is enhanced by the two pion propagators and is therefore leading order, while the two-nucleon plus one pion contact operator contributes at next-to-leading order. Finally, the two-nucleon contact operator, containing no light pion propagators, is next-to-next-to-leading order. We will focus on the calculation of the leading order, π − to π + contact operator that appears in the left-most panel of Fig. 2 . In the context of effective field theory, what we calculate is the low-energy constant corresponding to the matrix element of this contact operator acting on a single on-shell pion. Once this low-energy constant has been evaluated, chiral effective field theory then tells us the rate of the 0νβ β occurring between two nucleons via pion exchange.
There are in general nine four-quark contact operators appearing in the effective Lagrangian contributing to short-ranged 0νβ β , as outlined in [13] . For the π − → π + transition, we only require parity even operators. Furthermore, contributions from vector operators may be shown to be suppressed by the electron mass [13] . Therefore, we calculate the following four-quark operators:
where the Takahashi notation () or [] denotes color indices which are contracted together [14] . In addition, we calculate the following color-mixed operators:
which arise at the QCD scale through renormalization of the weak-scale operators and will mix with the operators of Eq. (3.1) [15] . Note that the ∆I = 2 operator basis is essentially the same as the ∆F = 2 basis needed for the calculation of B K in general beyond-the-standard model scenarios [16] .
This set of operators may be organized by the order in which they appear in chiral effective theory. As discussed in [13] , O ++ 3+ does not contain a leading order contribution, and is therefore expected to scale with m 2 π . Furthermore, this operator can be related by effective theory to K → ππ decay [17] , so there may be further suppression as part of the ∆I = 1/2 rule. In addition to the ordering according to chiral counting, the sizes of the contributions from these operators depends heavily on the particular model under consideration. For example, in left-right symmetric models with no mixing between the left-and right-handed W bosons, O 
Lattice calculation
The setup of the lattice calculation is as follows: we create a pion block,
which is fully contracted at one time, with open spin and color indices. These open indices are then tied up with an operator at a single spacetime point, with t = 0. A second pion block is created at a later time and propagates backward toward the operator insertion (see Fig. 3 ). This setup is similar in spirit to calculations of K 0 -, D 0 -and B 0 (s) -meson mixing (for a review, see [18] ), and nn oscillations [19] .
Because all quark propagators are tied up with the operator (at a single lattice point), we are able to perform an exact momentum projection at both source and sink without having to calculate all-to-all propagators. For now we only perform calculations at zero total momentum and zero momentum transfer, but this setup is easily generalized for non-zero momenta.
We use the publicly available highly-improved staggered quark (HISQ) gauge field configurations produced by the MILC collaboration [20, 21] . This set of configurations includes a number of different lattice spacings, volumes, and pion masses, including physical pion mass, which may be used to analyze systematic effects and perform extrapolations. We have performed calculations on the ensembles tabulated in Table 4 .
On this set of ensembles, we have calculated Möbius domain wall quark propagators [22, 23] using the irresponsibly fast solver in the QUDA library [24, 25] . This mixed-action setup is beneficial because mixing between operators having different chiral symmetry is exponentially suppressed due to the better chiral symmetry respected by the valence propagators. We use the gradient flow method [26, 27, 28, 29] for smearing the gauge field configurations [23, 30] , which we find gives good control over m res at moderate L 5 with optimal values of m 5 ≤ 1.3. Finally, we utilize both wall and point sources for our pion fields to aid in the assessment of excited state contamination. Currently, we have approximately 1000 sources for each ensemble. Table 1 : List of HISQ ensembles used for this calculation, showing the volumes studied for a given lattice spacing and pion mass.
Results
In Fig. 4 , we show representative plots of the ratio:
where C 3pt is the three-point function sketched in Fig. 3 , and C π is a pion correlator, for O ++ 2+ on the physical pion mass, L = 48, a = 0.12 fm ensemble. For large t i , t f , this ratio approaches a constant corresponding to the desired matrix element. We plot the same data in two ways, a 3-dimensional plot of the effective mass as a function of the initial and final times, t i and t f , respectively, as well as a traditional effective mass plotted versus t f , where different-colored data points represent different values of t i , for only the plateau region. This entire collection of data points may be fit to extract the matrix element.
We find excellent signals on nearly all ensembles, requiring only a simple fit to a constant. This is likely due to the fact that in the ratio defined above, Eq. (5.1), the contribution from the lowest thermal pion state is eliminated, which we find to be the leading contamination to the pion correlation function within the relevant time range. We also find little variation of the ratio using either our wall or point sources, as shown in Fig. 5 . This gives us additional confidence that excited state contamination is negligible within the time range plotted in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 6 we plot preliminary fit results for the same ensemble for all five operators as horizontal bands representing combined statistical and fitting systematic errors. Matrix elements which mix under renormalization are shown with the same color. Due to the small sample size of our current data, a greatly reduced number of time slices are fit such that the correlation matrix is wellbehaved. A larger number of sources will not only improve the statistics, but will also allow us to fit a larger set of points, greatly reducing the error bars on the fits. On the right we have plotted O ++ 3+ on a larger scale. As predicted by chiral counting, this operator is roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than the others. Even with our small sample size, we are able to cleanly resolve this operator. Fig. 7 shows a study of the finite volume effects of all operators, on the m π ∼ 220 MeV, a = 0.12 fm ensembles. We find no significant variation of the results on these ensembles, therefore, finite volume effects appear to be negligible. In Fig. 8 we plot the results for the operators calculated on all ensembles as a function of m π . Due to the consistency found in the finite volume study, it is likely that the variation in the operators between different ensembles is caused by the different lattice spacings. We have not yet performed renormalization of these operators, including calculation of the operator mixing, so it is difficult to predict how large discretization effects will be. We have performed simple fits to polynomials in m π , and find that the pion mass dependence of the operators is roughly consistent with that expected from chiral effective theory. This is shown in Fig. 9 . Note, in particular, that O ++ 3+ fits well to a quadratic plus quartic fit in m π , in agreement with the observation that there is no leading order contribution to this operator in chiral effective theory. Finally, we find that the shapes of the fit curves are similar for operators which mix under renormalization.
Additional operators
Now we will briefly discuss the calculation of the additional operators shown in Fig. 2 . At next-to-leading order we have n → pπ-type vertices. These types of vertices involve disconnected Table 4 versus m π . Points for different operators have been slightly displaced on the horizontal axis for ease of viewing. Color-coding is as defined in Fig. 6 . On the right we zoom in to show O ++ 3+ in more detail. diagrams, requiring the computation of all-to-all propagators. Fortunately, most experimental efforts are focused on 0 + → 0 + nuclear transitions, where these vertices vanish due to parity. Thus, we likely do not need to consider these operators. Finally, we shall discuss the two-nucleon contact operators (Fig. 2, right) . The setup for such a calculation is identical to that presented for ∆I = 2 nuclear parity violation [31] , and is sketched in Fig. 10 . Two baryon blocks are created at t i , tied up with the four-quark operator at τ, and contracted using a single tensor, L, at t f , in an extension of the unified contraction algorithm [32, 33, 34] . The two baryon blocks need to be projected onto the appropriate cubic irrep, A + 1 . The finite volume formalism for relating 2 → 2 matrix elements calculated from the lattice to the infinite volume result has been worked out in [35] .
A major difference in this type of setup is that not all quark propagators are tied up with the four-quark operator. Therefore, we may only project onto definite momentum at one time if we wish to avoid the calculation of all-to-all propagators. We project the operator onto zero momentum transfer, leaving the total momentum of the system unspecified. For large Euclidean time, only the lowest possible total momentum will contribute. However, this setup requires us to compose two-nucleon operators in position space. We have performed a study of position space, two-nucleon operators for the A + 1 irrep in [31] by comparing the effective mass plots for various two-nucleon configurations in position space with the known result calculated using momentum space sinks. Local operators, in which the two nucleons are created at the same spacetime point, offer the cheapest computational solution, however, we find very poor overlap with the ground state using these operators. Maximally displaced operators, in which the two nucleons are positioned at a distance L/2 from each other, seem to provide the best overlap with the ground state of the system (Fig. 11) . Results for the two-nucleon contact operators relevant for 0νβ β will be presented in future work. Figure 11 : Effective mass plots for two nucleons in the A + 1 cubic irrep using different interpolating operators: spatially displaced two-nucleon operator at source, zero momentum projected two-nucleon operator at sink (black), and spatially displaced two-nucleon operators at both source and sink (red). The colored bands represent fits to the ground state for each set of data, including combined statistical and fitting systematic errors. Figure from [31] .
Conclusions
At present, there is an enormous experimental effort to detect 0νβ β , both to confirm the Majorana nature of neutrinos and measure their absolute mass scale, as well as to search for a source of lepton number violation which might contribute to the matter/antimatter asymmetry of the universe. In order to make better estimates of the expected lifetime of this process, as well as to learn about the particular mechanism underlying the 0νβ β , it is important to understand the contributions from both long-and short-range operators. In this work, we have shown preliminary lattice QCD results for the leading four-quark operators arising in a chiral effective theory framework on a variety of ensembles, and have performed a preliminary investigation of their pion mass dependencies.
To connect the matrix element calculated from the lattice at the QCD scale to the relevant electroweak scale, renormalization of the operator must be performed. The renormalization for these operators is known perturbatively to two loops in the MS scheme. We will perform nonperturbative renormalization to match on to this scheme in a forthcoming publication [36] , as well as perform extrapolations to the physical pion mass and the continuum.
